
Test account - will be used to practice.
Contest account.

‘Rule the Pool’ Contest, from now on referred to as the Contest, is
conducted by TTP (Trade The Pool).

Contest registration ends October 29th 2023 and will run from October
30th at 9:30am EST to 7th of November at 4:00pm EST.

The final ranking is settled by the OMS which is our proprietary algo (the
results of which will be disclosed on TTP’s website). The person with the
highest profit is the 1st Place winner. However, top 20 places will be
eligible for a prize.

The Contest leaderboard will be updated daily on
www.TradeThePool.com/leaderboard and through
hub.tradethepool.com during the competition period.

The traders in the contest will trade on a demo account, with Trade The
Pool trading platform, and will have access to TTP’s dashboard in order
to follow their performance.
Prior to the beginning of the contest, the trader should get familiar with
the trading platform.

Once a trader signs up for TTP’s hub - hub.tradethepool.com, they will be
given 2 accounts:

1.
2.

The trader must make sure at all times that he or she is using the
relevant account when they are trading.

Contest Terms and Conditions
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http://www.tradethepool.com/leaderboard
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https://hub.tradethepool.com/?contest=rdp
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https://hub.tradethepool.com/?contest=rdp


The trading contest account will be available to trade at 9:30 EST on
October 30th 2023 at 9:30am.
A trader's Max drawdown is: $20,000
A trader's maximum exposure is: $200,000
A trader's Daily loss is $2,000
Reaching daily loss will NOT terminate the account, but will pause the
trading for the same day
A trader can short-sell any of the 12,000 symbols provided by TTP
The account balance starts will be $0

Trading rules and conditions

1st Prize - Free Evaluation (for Ultimate Buying Power $260k)                 
+ 30 days Benzinga pro user
2nd Prize - Free Evaluation (for Extra Buying Power $160k)                       
+ 30 days Benzinga pro user
3rd Prize - Free Evaluation (for Super Buying Power $80k)                       
+ 30 days Benzinga pro user
4th to 10th Prize - Free Evaluation (for Mini Buying Power $20k) 
11th to 20th Prize - $50 Credit on Trade The Pool Hub

Prizes
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An evaluation account is a test for the trader to prove he or she can be
profitable. The evaluation account parameters are written in detail on
the Trade The Pool website and Terms and Conditions and vary between
the different tiers. In order for a trader to become funded, he or she will
have to pass the evaluation test, reach the profit target and stay within
the risk rules parameters of the program.

TTP will have the final determination as to who will be the winner of the
trading contest.

TTP reserves the right to determine, at its own discretion, whether certain
trades,
practices, strategies, or situations are considered not within the limits of
the terms and conditions.

TTP reserves the right to update the terms and conditions at any time
regarding the
contest. We will communicate any updates to the terms and conditions
to participants by email. It is the sole responsibility of the participant to
ensure they can receive emails from TTP.

If Jane Doe, a trader, competed in the ‘Rule the Pool’ Contest and
reached the highest profit, and placed first in the Contest, she would win
1st Prize. The prize in this category consists of a free evaluation account
that would normally cost up to $1,300. Jane Doe can choose to go
through the evaluation and if she is able to reach the profit target in her
evaluation account and stay within the risk rules parameters, she would
be funded $260,000.

Example
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